
 

How to Construct a Schlenk Vacuum Manifold 

Joseph S. Gregar 

Abstract: This paper will instruct experienced scientific glassblowers how to easily construct, step by step a 4-port Schlenk vacuum 

manifold. It will also give some background and history about Wilhelm Johann Schlenk, its inventor and namesake. There are also 

many glassblowing techniques shared with the readers.  

What is a Schlenk Manifold?  

The Schlenk line, also known as a vacuum/gas manifold, is a commonly used chemistry apparatus. It consists of dual manifold lines 

connected together with several ports (valves or stopcocks). One manifold is connected to a source of purified inert gas and the 

second to a vacuum pump. The inert gas is vented trough an oil bubbler and solvent vapors and gaseous reaction products are 

routed through a cold trap to protect the vacuum pump using liquid Nitrogen or dry ice and acetone. Special stopcocks or Teflon 

taps allow vacuum or inert gas to be selected without the need for placing the sample on a separate line. Schlenk lines are useful for 

safely and successfully manipulating air-sensitive compounds. Those that could experience rapid oxidation and ignite or explode or 

in the least be decomposed and rendered useless. 

Who invented it?  

Wilhelm Johann Schlenk (22 March 1879 – 29 April 1943) was a chemist, born in Munich, Germany where he also studied chemistry. 

Schlenk was employed at the University of Berlin in 1919. He was an organic chemist who discovered organolithium compounds 

around 1917 and the won the Lieben Prize in 1917. He also investigated free radicals and carbanions and discovered that 

organomagnesium halides are capable of participating in a complex chemical equilibrium, now known as the Schlenk equilibrium. 

Today Schlenk is remembered mostly for developing techniques to handle air-sensitive compounds and for his invention of the 

Schlenk flask and the Schlenk line.  

Why use a Schlenk Line? 

Schlenk lines are useful for safely and successfully manipulating air-sensitive compounds. The vacuum is also often used to remove 

the last traces of solvent from a sample. Vacuum and gas manifolds often have many ports and lines, and with care, it is possible for 

several reactions or operations to be run simultaneously. When the reagents are highly susceptible to oxidation, traces of oxygen 

may pose a problem. Then, for the removal of oxygen below the ppm level, the inert gas needs to be purified by passing it through a 

de-oxygenation catalyst. This is usually a column of copper(I) or manganese(II) oxide, which reacts with oxygen traces present in the 

inert gas. 

Many Different Designs  

The Schlenk manifold incorporates a double manifold system, one manifold 

for vacuum and a second manifold for an inert gas. These will be 

interconnected together by high vacuum valves. Various catalogs offer 

many different designs, styles and sizes of Schlenk vacuum manifolds.  

  



 

 

The Gregar design  

The Gregar design is very compact and uniform, with all valves in alignment. The manifolds are connected together with Teflon high 

vacuum valves with relatively short open lengths in the vacuum spaces.  

Parts preparations 

Prepare all parts before the assembly 

sequence.  

1) Make a full size drawing of both 

manifolds showing all attachments. 

2) All tubing and parts are washed in a 

detergent and rinsed in deionized 

water before use.  

3) The ends of tubing are scored with 

a carbide steel knife and snapped 

apart. The knife marks are then 

heated in a flame and are pealed off 

and removed before fire polishing the 

ends and producing a flare on the end 

before sealing onto the manifold 

lines.  

4) Lay manifold sections onto the drawing and mark all of the attachment points. I first use a small mark from a permanent marker 

and then use a small diamond ball scribe in a Dremel tool for a more permanent marking. This small mark will be removed when 

making the hole for the tube splice.

 

Start with the inert gas manifold 

I prefer o-ring ball joints and clear polished sockets for the ends of my manifolds. Using the ball and socket joints allows the ability to 

make tight seals on the ends but also allows for a long handled brush to be inserted for cleaning purposes on a periodic schedule. 

 Make your manifolds by splicing the polished sockets onto 19mm medium wall tubing. This is the tubing size commonly used on the 

28/25 ball and socket joints. Match the manifolds overall length to the drawing. 

Use a typical 4mm bore, 180 degree (straight) Teflon high vacuum valve. Orientation of the valve seat is very important. The valve 

seat should be installed so it faces toward the vacuum source. Therefore the upper arm on the valve must be changed. Carefully 

heat with a hand torch and remove the upper arm and splice a new section of 9mm, 1.5mm lab special wall tubing. This new tube is 

then heated and bent in the configuration in the next photo. The two arms are then cut to the length that is on the drawing.  



 

Attaching the valves 

Support the manifold in a ring stand and seal the valve’s modified upper arms onto the front face of the manifold at the scribed 

marks (these marks were added to the manifold from the drawing). Remember to add the safety pressure relief valve to the top of 

the manifold and anneal in oven.  

 

 

 

 

A technique for splicing the valves onto the manifold sections 

1) Pre-heat the manifold tube in the area of the right angle splice with a bushy flame on the hand torch. 

2) With a fairly sharp gas oxygen flame heat an oval area on top of the manifold where you want the hole for the valve to be. When 

that area is warm gently blow a bubble but do not let it pop open. The size of the heating area should be slightly smaller than the 



 

diameter of the flare that was prepared on the end of the valve tube to be attached. This way as you blow the bubble the sidewalls 

of the bubble will match the flared tube. If not successful, reheat the entire bubble and blow it again slightly larger.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Reduce both fuels on the hand torch to have a smaller and cooler 

flame. Carefully aim the flame tip over the top of the bubble and just 

heat the top-center surface of the bubble carefully until it flattens.  

 

 

Stop heating by removing the torch from the area and let the flattened bubble cool. Make a small sharp flame and reheat the top 

surface of the bubble; when soft, pull that flat section out using a small glass rod or tweezers. 

 

4) If necessary heat and make the hole round using a thin graphite rod.  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

5) Notice the nice sleeve of glass that sticks up from the tube for 

you to splice onto. 

 

 

 

6) Completed 90 degree splice.  

 

Construct the vacuum manifold 

 

1) Prepare the 90-degree valves for the vacuum manifold. 

Again the valve seat must face toward the vacuum source.  

 

 

2) Add the threaded vacuum adapter to the top of a 180 degree valve and add a 9mm 

rod as a support brace and anneal in oven.  

 

 

3) See the completed vacuum manifold 

 

  



 

Completed manifold sections 

Here is a photo of the individual assembled gas and vacuum manifolds.  

 

Prepare for assembly 

Mount the two manifolds on a lattice style vacuum rack or two ring stands. Be very particular in the alignment of the two manifolds 

before starting the sealing process to join them. Make sure they are straight and parallel to each other and the spacing between 

them gives you the proper alignment for the valve placement and height.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

The two manifolds are joined together by using “U” tubes as connectors 

Bend 9mm medium wall tubing into “U” tubes for the connecting tubes. The distance or width between the arms must match the 

spacing between the gas and vacuum valve arms. You can choose to use the ‘U’ tube as is or add the desired joint or tubing on the 

bottom to match the type of connector desired. Keep their height (length) at a reasonable minimum so not to have too much open 

volume.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measure the “U” tubes and cut-to-fit  

 

Perform a fake sealing operation as a practice exercise 

Hold the “U” tube in place and manipulate your hand 

torch without a flame for practice. By doing this practice 

“test seal” without the flame, you can determine where 

you may have tight spots to fit your torch into. Be sure 

you are able to heat all the way around the tube for a 

complete seal. You do not want to leave any area partially 

sealed, which could your leave you with a pinhole vacuum 

leak. Also you can see where you might have accidentally 

hit other parts of the manifold with the flame. These 

could produce “fire checks”, which are small stress cracks. 

Upon knowing and understanding where the trouble 

spots are, you can pre-warm them and pay extra attention 

to them during the flame annealing process. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

Seal the “U” tubes onto both the inert gas and vacuum arms 

of the respective valves. 

 

 

 

Here are photos of some completed Schlenk vacuum manifolds. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Ancillary Glassware 

There are a couple of ancillary items you will want to include in a 

good Schlenk vacuum manifold system. One is a liquid Nitrogen cold 

trap to condense gases so they do not reach your vacuum pump. 

The second is a mineral oil bubbler to visually gauge the flow of the 

inert gas through the system. Note this bubbler has a ceramic check 

valve to keep any mineral oil from flowing up into your system 

should you lose your gas flow. 

 

Conclusion 

It was my intent to show and instruct how to easily make a complex Schlenk vacuum system. We all have had to make them and 

they can be somewhat troublesome with the issue of making so many attachments and fighting the strain put into the manifolds 

from making all the seal attachments. This style manifold allows you to assemble all the parts and only have to worry about sealing 

the small tubes that are attached to the valves or stopcocks. This will totally eliminate the introduction of strain into the manifolds. 

I do hope you will try these techniques I have shared with you and make your next Schlenk manifold this way. You will find that it 

removes a lot of stress and is a fun exercise. 
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